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**Title word cross-reference**

$105$ [Rog10]. $39.99$ [Saf10].

* [NS10b].

0-470-24211-6 [Tri10a]. 0-672-32877-1 [Saf10].

10th [RGBR14, MRJD17]. 12 [KS10]. 1999 [Ber10a]. 1st [LNG+13, FS11, GGR10, GKMM18, GKS17, HMS16, KKPJ10, KMTD17, TLG+16].


3 [Sch18, M.13]. 300 [BM10c]. 368pp. [Tri10a]. 3rd [Gve13c, Teo11, Tri10b, HKPS12].

404 [Sch16b]. 4th [LRS11, BBU+17, DJB17, GPW17, KNOF13, LLM+12, LLM+13].

510 [BM10a]. 580 [BM10b]. 5th [CBK10, LAK10].

6th [LIL13, LZK+18].
7th [BBG+13].

8 [BKP16].

978-0-387-21507-5 [BM10b].
978-0-470-40129-3 [Sau10].
978-0-521-81513-0 [Rog10].
978-0-521-87546-2 [BM10c].
978-0-521-88068-8 [Tri10b].
978-0470-29455-0 [BM10a].
9th [Gve13a, CD17].
Area [RBPI2], areas [HBM13], arising [CS12b], Art [Tri10b, Vu11], Artifact [Kri12], Artificial [HdCh+12], ASDM [Jan12b], Asia [WL13], Asia-Pacific [WL13], Aspect [SPKM16, CBdRS10, CC13, MKB11, NKS10, SBK13, Tek12b], Aspect-Oriented [SPKM16, CC13, NKS10, SBK13, Tek12b], aspects [DST+10, MRJD17, PDS+13, Tra11b], Assembly [SP13], assertion [BRD+12], assertion-based [BRD+12], assess [JDV12], Assessment [BK16, DR10, DR11a, KS12b, NKS10, kP16, eAMO10, HBM13, HPO+13, Nie12], assignment [RRSV13], assurance [Yaz10], ASTD [MGLF12], Athanasios [Kie12], Atomic [HNT16], attack [RRSV13, SGM12], Attacks [KK14, BRS13, BSS12, BSS13c, VS11a, VS11b, YAS11], attending [Kat13], Attention [HNT16], attributes [CPG+12, GD10], automata [BSS13b, MB12], automated [CJ10, RA13], Automatic [RMFO13, SSS1a, dSAPV10], Automation [CBK10, Bas10], Autonomous [GKS17], Availability [CK11a], avoid [Ber12a], Avoidance [SGS12a], AVR [HB10], Aware [DRO+17, HB10], awareness [BP10], B [GB10, Rus11, dSAPV10], bad [SK11], Balanced [WZ12], balancing [KA9S14], Balasubramanian [Ebe13], Bang [Sch16b], Barcodes [Bel11], Barum [Del11a], Barry [Teo13c], Based [KS12a, KS13a, KAZS14, LIL13, LAX17, NGD14a, NGD14b, SPKM16, Ban11, BRD+12, BMRR12, BD11, BSS13b, BMRR10, BD10, BK11, CV13, Cat13, CSKB12, DBK+13, Eis12b, Fra11, GT10, HWA12, HB10, JM13, JRX12, JDV12, KS11b, KB12, KSR12, KK13, KB11b, Lon10a, Lon10b, MKP12, MKB11, MM10a, NS10a, PGP13, PM10, PCR12, RMFO13, RRSV13, RB10, RK16, SNS10a, SNS10b, SBS11, SAM13b, SAS11, SK12a, SK13, SV13, Swa12a, Teo10b, TG11, TS11, VM13, VS11b, WJ12, YAS11, dCBS13, Men13, SS10b, YA12, Snu10, Del11c], Bashan [Teo12d], Bashar [Ber12d], basics [Win11b], basis [DD11, JZY12, SBS11], Bayesian [JRX12, JDV12], Be [Ost16a, Ost17, Ost18a], become [Tra10c], Behavioral [CSKB13, BS12, SK13], behaviour [SK12c], Bellagio [Teo12d], Ben [Teo12a], benchmark [Gre12b], benchmarking [Loc12], benchmarking-inspired [Loc12], Benefits [HNT16, Swa12a], Benjamin [Ebe13], Bente [Bes13b], better [Bes13a], between [BBF13, BKP16, CSKB12, GBSL16, KD11], Bibliometric [KBRS17a], bidirectional [Jai11], Big [Arr18, Tra10c], Bill [Mit11], Bio [RT13], Bio-inspired [RT13], bipartite [GDF13], BIRT [Teo11], BIXSAN [VS12a], Black [Del12a], blocks [CCM12], BMCLua [MJcDF17], body [LAK10], Bombosch [Bes13b], Bondurand [Teo11], Book [Act11, Aus11, Bel11, BM10a, BM10c, BM10b, Ber10a, Ber11d, Ber13, Bes13a, Bes13b, Cha13b, Cha13a, Coo12, Del11b, Del11a, Del11c, Del12a, Del12d, Del12c, Del12b, Del13, Ep11, Fro12a, Fro12b, Fro13a, Fro13b, Glai2, Glai1, Gou12, Gve13a, Gve13b, Hag11, Hat12, Jah13, Kie13a, Kie13b, M13, Men12, Mit11, Mor13, Ng10, Ngo12, Pia13a, Rog10, Rus11, Saf10, Sani2a, Snu10, Snu13a, Sch12a, Sch13a, Sch13b, St12, Swa12a, Swa12b, Tan12, Teo11, Teo12a, Teo12b, Teo12c, Teo12d, Teo13a, Teo13b, Teo13c, Teo13d, Teo13e, Teo13f, Teo13g, Tra10b, Tra10a, Tra11a, Tri10a, Tri10b, Vui11, Wer10, Whi11, Cho10, Cha13b], boxing [Mir11], BRASS [HSS+16], Brave [Del11b], breach [SGS12a], Brendan [Coo12], Brian [Fro12a, Mit11, Tri10b].
Bridging [BB11a]. brief [MM13b].
Broadening [AENK16]. Brooks [Tra10b].
C [Fro13a, Gla11, SM12a, Teo12c, KB11a].
C# [SSK13]. C/C [SM12a]. caching [WZ12].
Cares [SNR17]. Carlo [MP17].
Carrow [Tan12]. Case [HH16, Jie16, GKK11, JK11, MT13, PM10, RB10, SK13, SKS10, SS11, Yaz10].
CASE-tools [Yaz10]. cases [BBF13, CbdRS10, CJ10, GDF13, GC12, MM10a].
center [Zag13]. Centralized [VA17].
CH [GR12]. Chai [Bel11]. Chair [Ros12b, Ros12a].
Challenges [BWS+17, DK16, SWMV17, BMRB10, DM13, GAWM11, LKM+13]. Change [KBRS17b, PC14, Eis12a, MP12]. Change-History [PC14].
Change-Proneness [KBRS17b]. Change-Readiness [PC14].
chip [Sch13a]. Chris [Eis12a, Sto13]. Christiansen [Fra12a]. Christina [Kie12]. churn [MW12]. Cities [VA17]. Class [NP16, CSKB12, SM12b, Tec10a, YA12].
Classes [PC14, CS12a, GS10, SK11, SK12d]. Clayberg [Teo12b]. ClearQuest [Teo12d].
client [BSS12, BSS13c]. clients [SKJ+13].
classification [MKK+12a, MKK+13a].
Clymer [Sau10]. Co [KOPR16, MRJD17].
Co-located [KOPR16, MRJD17]. coalition [Sau11]. cochlear [RRK13]. Cockburn [Ber10a]. code [ANCM12, CMGV13, MW12, MKK+12a, MKK+13a, RMFO13, SK11, SSK13, Tai13, Win10c].
Cohesion [RC17, Tee10a, TJ12].
Collaboration [RGBR14, MG12]. Collaborative [GKM18, CV13, Fra11, Bus13b].
collections [Lon10a, Lon10b]. Collier [Bau12b].
Collingbourne [Del12d]. colony [BDJ10, SKS10]. colored [ACK12].
Colt [BKP16]. combating [RSV13].
Combinatorial [SA14, SNR17]. COMETS [CMGV13]. commands [Ban11, Cha13a].
commercialized [Swa12a]. COMMitMDE [GKM18]. common [Jan12].
communication [Saf10, Sch13a].
Community [Xie16a]. Comparative [HDKB13, KB11a, JDV12, MM13b, RT13].
Component [KS12a, KS13a, NGD14a, NGD14b, BDJ10, CSKB12, GT10, KS11b, KB11b, MBN13, PGP13, RT10, TS11, UDA10, SP13]. Component-Based [KS12a, KS13a].

[^]: Reference number.
NGD14a, NGD14b, GT10, KS11b, KB11b. **components** [Ber10a, Gve13c, Ks10, MNB13, SNS10a, SNS10b]. **composite** [KB11b]. **composition** [Rip10]. **comprehensive** [JG12]. **computation** [Swa12b]. **Computational** [BDM12, Sch13a]. **Computer** [BM10a, BMRB10, Lev13, kP16, Ber12b, SAM13b, Tra10b]. **Computers** [Gve13c]. **concept** [DBK13, Tai13]. **Concern** [Noo18]. **Concern-Driven** [Noo18]. **Concerns** [KD11, MKB11]. **Concurrency** [SK12]. **Conditional** [Teo12c]. **Conducting** [DJB17, Geo10]. **Conference** [KOPR16, MRJD17, SS16, TDVV17, GJ13]. **Conferences** [SAS16, Kat13, Kri13, MMM10]. **Conference** [LMS11]. **Confidence** [XZM13]. **configuration** [SA16, GD12]. **Configuring** [JZGH13]. **Connected** [GKS17, Teo13e]. considered [Sch13d]. **considering** [SKT10]. **Consistency** [DRO10, TLG16, CCM12, CS12a, dSAVP10]. **Consistency-Aware** [DRO10]. **Consistent** [DRO10, BM12]. **consolidation** [Fro13b]. **constant** [HK12]. **constrained** [MB12]. **constraints** [EBc13]. contest [MFF10]. **Context** [Ar18, VA17]. **Continuous** [Yam18, Teo12a]. **Contributors** [Lee18]. **Control** [GKS17, KS12a, KS13a, HDKB13, KS11b, SRS12, SR13, Wti11]. Controlled [Tei18]. **controller** [HB10]. **Controlling** [SA16]. **Cooper** [Hat12]. **Cooperative** [DST10, PDS10]. **Coordinates** [BM10b]. **Core** [Gve13a]. **Cornell** [Gve13a]. **corpus** [TMV13]. correct [Lam11]. **cost** [BDM12]. **COTS** [Ks10]. coupling [Gup11, SBB12]. course [Cat13]. courses [HPO10]. Coverage [MSM18, SNR17, JZ12]. **Cp** [CN11]. **CPSWeek** [GKS17]. **crafting** [Bes13a]. **Craig** [Saf10]. **crawler** [RFS10]. **CRAYPE** [RFS10]. CreaRE [HDDS12]. creating [Kie13b]. creative [Sau13b]. **Creativity** [HDDS12]. **crisper** [KNOF13]. **Critical** [APNT16, DK16, MNB13, kP16, BKM12, HSM16, MB13, RT13, SB13, TS11]. **Criticality** [MBN13]. Cross [Ber12a, KBRS17b, Ber11a]. Cross-Project [KBRS17b]. Crosscutting [Kd11]. Crowd [HJ16, Wan18]. **Crowd-Centric** [KJ16]. crowdsourced [JY12]. Crowley [Teo13e]. **Cryptography** [Lam11]. **CSP** [YKF12]. CUDA-TM [SM12a]. culture [Sch11b]. **current** [GAWM11, Tra13]. **curriculum** [MM11a, MM11b, MM13a]. **curse** [Gre12a]. **cursor** [Jai11]. **Customer** [HKPS12]. **customization** [GB12, Teo12d]. CVS [BR10]. **Cyber** [BWS17]. **Cyber-Physical** [BWS17]. Cycle [Sha16, KJ13]. cycles [And13]. **cyclic** [Ban10b]. D [Fro12a, Hat12, Mit11, Swa12b, Teo12b]. **Daigneau** [Del12b]. **Dani** [Teo13b]. **Daniel** [Del11b]. **Data** [Ar18, Lee18, RR131, SA14, VA17, BB11a, BSS13b, BS13, HB10, Jah12, JG12, JZ12, Kie12, KGS11, MKP12, MK12b, MK13b, RRK13, SK12c, TG11, VM13, Jah13, Jah13, Ngo11]. database [Gre12a]. dataset [CMGV13]. **David** [Del12a, Kie13a, Teo12d, Teo13i]. days [BR10]. **deadlocks** [Gre12a]. Debt [AENK16, FCT17, IOSS18, Els12a, Els12b, KNOV12, KNOF13, OKNB11, KNOV12, KNOF13, OKNB11]. **debugging** [SKT10]. **Decision** [RK16, BA13, KI1]. decision-making [BA13]. dedicated [GPC12]. defect [NS10a]. **Defects** [KD11, SBB12]. definition [KNOF13]. degradation [Lev13]. denial [RRS13]. **Dennis** [Del11b]. dependability [GD10]. **Dependence** [RT10]. dependency [GS12, SKT10, SBB12]. **DEPLOY** [Rom12].


L [BM10c, Gla12, Gou12]. Lack [HNT16]. ladder [Sch13d]. Lag [SKT10].


literature [MJ11]. Load [KAZ14, SAM13b, WZ12].


Lord [Tra11b]. Low [Bas10, CN11, GB13b].

Low-level [Bas10]. LR [SD11].

Lua [MJCdLF17]. Luisa [Bat11].

M [Del11a, Wer10]. Mac [Coo12]. machine [MKS10, Ngo11, RPB12, YAS11]. machines [ACK12, BS12, RMFO13]. Maintainability [DRD12, KS11a, DR11a, JDV12, NAS10, UDA10]. Maintenance [LIL13, CPPC12, JG12, KPA10, PA10].
make  [Jah13].  Making  [Tra10c, BA13, Ber12a, Sch10, Win10b].
Mallovs  [CN11].  Malware  [JC13].
manage  [RRK13, Win10a].  Management  [GFBE10, HNT16, JS18, SA16, BGS+13,
Fra11, GSB11, HB10, Lee10, MM10b, MM13b, NS10a, Teo12d].  manager  [Mit11].
Managing  [AENK16, Ber12b, Eis12a, FCT+17, IOSS18, KNOV12, KNOF13, OKNB11, CSG13,
Sch13b, BM10a, Gla12, Sch13b].  Mantle  [Sch13b].
manual  [Teo11i].  map  [BK11].
Mark  [Cha13a, Men12, Ngo11].  market  [SGM12].  MARTE  [GPC12].  Martin  [Gla11, Gou12].
master  [Cat13].  masters  [Sol12].  matching  [KPA10, PA10].
mathematical  [MSK+10].  MATLAB  [Epp11].
matrix  [UDA10, YKF+12].  Matt  [Teo13h].
matters  [Sch13c].  Matthew  [Bes13a, Cha13b, Teo13c].  Maurice  [Vu11].
Maurizio  [Bat11].  Mauro  [Coo12].  May  [Fra16].  McCool  [Ber13, Swa12b].
measure  [CSKB11, CPC12, KB11b].  Measurement  [NGD14a, LRS11, VB13].
mechanism  [KS11b, WJ12, YO11].
media  [Teo11c].  media-rich  [Teo11e].
mediocracy  [Sch13e].  medium  [CN11].
Medoids  [BB11b].  menu  [Jai11, Jai12].
Merani  [Bat11].  Mercuri  [Saf10].
MESOCA  [LIL13].  messages  [Ban10b].
meteror  [KNOV12].  Method  [GD12, Teo10b, TJ12, eAMO10, HK12,
NAS10, Rip12, dSAVP10].  methodologies  [MM11a].  methodology  [RRN13].
Methods  [GP12, GR12, HMS16, MKS10, Rom12, Teo10a, Teo11].  Metric  [Kay11, MSM18, Jon13, NS10a, PGP13].
Metrics  [BR16, DR11b, HNT16, KB11a, SP13, Sin13, CN11, CMGV13, DR10, DR11a,
GB13a, Gup11, JM13, JK11, JK12, Loc12, MW12, MO11, NAS10, NMVS11, PASS13,
PM12, SGS12b, SK11, SK12d, SS13, SSK13, Yaz10, CCM+10, SS10b].  Michael  [Ber11d, Ber13, Gou12, Rog10, Swa12b].
Mining  [PC14, SAS16, MK11, Ngo11, RVB12].
MiSE  [CD17].  missing  [Teo13i].  Mitch  [Teo13f].  Mitigating  [BG+13].
Mitigation  [KK14].  MITM  [BRS13].
mixed  [eAMO10].  Mobile  [Hall, LG+13, Teo13c, BD11, Bel11,
MKK12b, MKK13b, Pai13a].  Mobile-Enabled  [LG+13].  MOBS  [LG+13].  Model  [FSK12, GPW17, KAZS14, LLS12, LAX17,
Mac10, MP17, MJCol17, PM10, ACS13, AHS12, BSS13a, CS12a, CSKB12, CK11a,
DD11, DBA13, DRD12, GS12, GKK11, GS10, GB10, Jan12, JVD12, KS10, KS11b,
KK12a, KJ10, KKK11, MSK+10, MBC10,
MKK12b, MKK13b, SNS10c, SAS11, SK13,
SK12d, SK12e, Tae13, Teo10b, Jie16, Del11c].  Model-Based  [LAX17, PM10, Del11c].
Model-driven  [GPW17].  Modeling  [Ban10a, WG+17, KK14, KK11, SM12b,
ZS13, Ban11, BGKS12, CSG13, Rip12,
SAM13b, SVT13, Rus11].  Modelling  [BM10c, CD17, GMK11].  Models  [BBG+13, Sha16, BMMR12, JGZH13,
KSR12, KK13, Rup10].  modern  [Pai13b, Teo13d, Teo13c].  Modified  [GT10, KS12a, KS13a, MKK12b, MKK13b].
modularity  [Del13].  Moed  [Gve13b].
Mohamed  [Whi11].  monitoring  [WJ12].
Monte  [MP17].  Monte-Carlo  [MP17].


Personality [GBSL16, CA10, VCPR12]. perspective [VM13]. Perspectives [AENK16, Sch11b]. pervasive [Teo13c]. PESOS [LLM+12, LLM+13, LSM+10].


GJ13, JZGH13, Lee10, MKK12b, MKK13b, NS10a, St.12, Teo13h, YO11, Hag11].

Processes
[KK12a, MKK13b, Sch13c].

processing [Fro13a, Sch13a].

Product [GFBE10, Tek12a, GJ13, dCMMdA12, Rip12].

product-focused [GJ13].

productivity [YO11].

Products [SA16, dCMMdA12, Rip12].

profle [VCPR12].

program [Gre12b, Sol12, Tai13].

Programmer [GBSL16, Sau13b].

programming [RRK13, Sch13a, Swa12b, Teo13a, Ber13, Cha13a, Vu11, Fro12a].

Programs [DRO+17, MJcdLF17, MSM18, SM17, JG13, KK12b].

Project [JS18, KBRS17b, MM13b, Rom12, WC10].

Projects [BR16, KS11c, CB12, Fra11, Gla12, GB13b, Kim13, MG12, BM10a].

prone [SK11, SK12d].

Proneness [KBRS17b, JM13].

properties [GPC12].

property [NAS10].

Proposal [eAMO10, MSM18]. proposed [SK12c].

prospects [BP10]. protection [Kie12].

protocol [MD12, VS11b]. protocols [HDKB13, KSR12].

Psygkas [Kie12].

Public [Neu11b, Neu12a, Neu13c, Neu14, Neu16a, Neu16b, Neu16c, Neu16d, Neu17a, Neu17b, Neu17c, Neu18a, Neu18b, Neu18c, Neu19a, Neu19b, Neu19c, Neu19d, Neu19e, Neu19f, Neu19c, Neu19d, Neu19e, Neu19f, Neu19c, Neu19d, Neu19e, Neu19f].

Publications [SA16]. published [BM10a, BM10c, BM10b, Ber10a, Rog10, Saf10, Sau10, Tri10a, Tri10b].

Publishing [Saf10].

Pursuit [Xie16b].

Pyla [St.12].

q [KPA10]. q-gram [KPA10].

Q’Facto [KS10].

qualitas [TMVB13]. Qualitas.class [TMVB13]. qualitative [KS13b]. Qualities [AFF+16].

Quality
BK16, GWG+17, HNT16, Kay11, KGS11, MM10a, Tei18, BK11, JDV12, KS10, RPB12, Sin13, St.12, Yaz10].

Quality-oriented [KGS11]. quantification [KK12a].

quantifying [MSK+10, Sam13a].

Quantitative
[kP16, CPFC12, HPO+13, PMTP12].

queries [NK13]. querying [LLS12].

questions [Ber11b]. quotes
Ber10b, BA10a, BA10b, BA10c, BA10d, BA11, Ber11c, Ber12c].

QVT [LLS12].

R [Ber10a, Fro13b, Sam13a, Sau10, Tra10b].

Radial [SBS11, DD11].

Rady [Teo12a].

Rago [Teo13a].

Rails [M.13, Teo12a].

RAISE [HdCH+12].

Raj [Ebe13, Rajlich, Tra13].

Ralph [Gla12]. Random [Gra12b].

Ranged [FSK12]. ranked [MG12].


rational [Teo12d]. rationale [NK13].

Raymond [Rus11].

RE [SAS16, JD13].

re-engineering [JD13].

Reactive [BM10c].

readability [SM12a].

Readiness [PC14].

ready [AH12c, Del11a]. real
[Aus11, HDKB13, MKK12b, MKK13b].

real-time [Aus11].

Realizing [HdCH+12].

Recipes [Tri10b, Teo13c].

recommendation [KK13].

Recommendations [Cho10].

reconfigurable [Sch13a, Whi11].

recovery [SD11].

Red [Men12].

Reddy [Gla11].

reducing [Jai11, TG13].

Reduction [LAX17, MSK+10].

REEW [FS11].

refactor [SK11]. refactoring
[CS12b, SK12d]. reference [Dek10].

Refinement [MGLF12].

Reflection [Tek12b].

refute [Ban12a].

registration [RB10].

Regression
[KK16, DD11, NUK13, PM10, RA13].

regular [AHS12].

Reinders
[Ber13, Swa12b].

relational [LGMM10].

relations [LLS12, Yu11].

Relationship
[GBSL16, KD11, BBF13, MO11, NAS10].

Relay [Sch13d].

relevancy [Teo10b].

Reliability [NGD14a, SVT13, TS11].
KKK11, MVGM10, SK10b, SKT10.

Remarkable [Tra10a]. RePa’16 [LZK+18].

Replaying [WKG17]. replicability [LG12].

Replication [KKPJ10, KKPJ12]. Report [AENK16, BCKS12a, BCKS13, BBG+13, Ber10a, CD17, DJB17, EPBR16, FCT+17, Fra16, GK12, GGR10, GKM18, GSK17, WPW17, HdcH+12, HKPS12, HAJW13, IOS18, JRG+13, KKPJ10, KKPJ12, LLM+12, LLM+13, Lzk+18, LSM+10, LIL+13, LRS11, RJJ13, REN+14, SFTS18, WL13, XZM13, CBK10, CS12b, GJ13, KNOV12, KNOF13, MMM10, OKNB11, SLJ12, TdL+16, TSevD10, TsvD+11].

RePriCo’12 [HKPS12]. reputation [SGM12].

Requirements [HKJ16, SK10a, SK12a, TG11].

Requirements [Arr18, BS17, BBU+17, FS11, HddH12, HKPS12, Hnt16, LzK+18, Noo18, SAS16, BAI3, Ber11d, CJI0, DBK+13, GMCH+13, GS12, GB10, KK11, KGS11, VB13, dSADV10]. Research [BP10, DM3, Fra16, IOS18, KKPJ10, KKPJ12, Mel17, RGB14, TDVW17, Xi16a, Xi16b, CBK10, CMGV13, Gve13b, HBM13, HW13, Kat13, Kim13, ZAG13, HW13, Sam13a].


RET [BBU+17]. retrieval [BDJ10].

Reusability [PM12, tai13, CC13, cAMO10, GB11, GB13a, Jrx12, MSK+10, NKS10, SNS10a, SNS10b]. reusable [BDJ10]. Reuse [TG13].

revelation [MRN13]. Review [Act11, Aus11, BAI1, BM10a, BM10c, BM10b, Ber10a, Ber11d, Ber13, Bes13a, Bes13b, Cha13b, Cha13a, Coo12, Del11b, Del11a, Del11c, Del12a, Del12d, Del12e, Del12b, Del13, Epp11, Fo12a, Fo12b, Fo13a, Fo13b, Gla12, Gla11, Gou12, Gve13a, Gve13b, Hag11, Hat12, Jah13, Kie13a, Kie13b, M.13, Mei17, Men12, Mit11, Mor13, Ngo11, Ngo12, Pau13a, RSG10, Rus11, Saf10, Sam13a, San10, Sam13a, Sch12a, Sch13a, Sch13b, St.12, Swa12a, Swa12b, Tan12, Teo11, Teo12a, Teo12b, Teo12c, Teo12d, Teo13a, Teo13b, Teo13c, Teo13d, Teo13e, Teo13f, Teo13g, Tra10b, Tra10a, Tri10a, Tri10b, Vui11, Wer10, Wli11, HBM13, Mji11, Pan10, PCR12, SSBK13].

Rex [St.12], Reza [Sch12a]. rich [Teo13c].

Richard [BM10a, Epp11, Teo13a].

Rigorous [GR12]. rigour [LG12].
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